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				The Best Boat Carpet Cleaners


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					From sanitation to the prevention of stains, carpet cleaning is one of the most important tasks for any boat owner. This isn’t particularly exciting work, but it is a must to preserve the appearance of … 

Read more
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				How to Reupholster Boat Seats? – An Easy DIY Tutorial


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Many vessel components can be damaged heavily after a long time of using and traveling, and boat seats are not an exception. Many reasons lead to the ugly outlooks of vinyl seats, such as saltwater … 

Read more
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				The Best Bass Boat Seats (Fold Down, Bucket and Other Types)


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Reeling in a record-smashing largemouth bass is much easier and more enjoyable if one has the best bass boat seats in the watercraft. These chairs are more flexible than other seating types, allowing anglers to … 

Read more
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				The Best Jon Boat Lights


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Jon boats are small and simple yet popular fishing boats. They are not only inexpensive to buy, but their ownership and maintenance costs are also affordable. Thanks to these factors, Jon boat owners can invest … 

Read more
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				The Best Marine LED Light Bars


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Facing the gloomy or foggy atmosphere over the waters can be dangerous or exciting, depending on the light installed in your water vessel. You will be thrilled to sail in the darkness if you have … 

Read more
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				The Best Battery Powered Navigation Lights


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					A responsible boat owner secures the proper navigation lights required by the local authority or the international law. They are essential in the absence of visibility or when sailing from sunset to sunrise. It’s best … 

Read more
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				The Best Battery Powered Navigation Lights


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					A responsible boat owner secures the proper navigation lights required by the local authority or the international law. They are essential in the absence of visibility or when sailing from sunset to sunrise. It’s best … 

Read more
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				The Best 12V Spotlights


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					If you enjoy night boating and fishing, then the best 12v spotlight is a must-have. It allows for easier navigation, and warns others in the water about your presence. Whether you are preparing bait or … 

Read more
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				How to Lock a Kayak to Your Roof Rack? – 4 Methods


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Knowing how to lock a kayak to your roof rack is a crucial skill for owners of small recreational boats. It’s a must-have competency to safeguard kayaks against potential fall-related damage and theft, saving you … 

Read more
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				What is the Best Way to Avoid Running Aground? (Explained)


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Are you worried you might run aground when you go boating and damage your watercraft? You can avoid such anxieties and fears if you know what is the best way to avoid running aground. Hitting … 

Read more
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				The Best Pontoon Fenders and Bumpers


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Even the pontoon fenders and bumpers are easy to overlook and take for granted. However, these are very important accessories that will help keep your boat safe from different kinds of damage. Boats can sometimes … 

Read more
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				The Best Electric Boat Anchor Winches


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Setting and retrieving an anchor is a difficult task. Especially if you are a beginner, anchoring is frustrating and time-consuming. Injuries are also common. For a smoother and quicker process, you need one thing – … 

Read more
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				The Tongue Weight of a Trailer Should Be What Percent of the Total Weight of the Boat


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					For boaters who live far from the water, having a trailer to transport their vessels before and after each boating trip is a must. Still, there are tasks that need to be done carefully when … 

Read more
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				The Best Woods for Boat Trailer Bunks


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Are you still a little lost when it comes to the best wood for boat trailer bunks? If so, then you could not have chosen a better time to pay attention to our main topic … 

Read more
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				What Color is on the Starboard Side of a Boat? – Beginners Tutorial


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					What color is on the starboard side of a boat? What color is displayed on the port side? The standard codes can be red or green, but that’s not all. Whether you’re trying to find … 

Read more
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